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ABSTRACT To better understand the heterogeneity of the international online intermediary liability regime—with the collaboration of an amazing team of contributors across five continents—I have developed and launched the World Intermediary Liability Map (WILMap), a detailed English-language resource, hosted at Stanford CIS and comprising of case law, statutes, and proposed laws related to intermediary liability worldwide. Since its launch in July 2014, the WILMap has been steadily and rapidly growing. Today, the WILMap covers almost one hundred jurisdictions across Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Europe, Latin America, North America and Oceania. This article begins with an introduction of the WILMap and the surrounding landscape of recent projects related to intermediary liability. The aim is to discuss the advancement in intermediary liability theory and describing the emerging regulatory trends.

I. INTRODUCTION

It is not surprising that online intermediaries’ obligations, liabilities, and responsibilities are increasingly taking the center stage of Internet policy. However, inconsistencies across different regimes generate legal uncertainties that undermine both users’ rights and business opportunities. To better
understand the heterogeneity of the international online intermediary liability regime—with the collaboration of an amazing team of contributors across five continents—I have developed and launched the World Intermediary Liability Map (WILMap), a detailed English-language resource, hosted at Stanford CIS, comprising of case law, statutes, and proposed laws related to intermediary liability worldwide.¹

Mapping online intermediary liability worldwide serves the goal of understanding responsibilities that online service providers (hereinafter, “OSPs”) bear in contemporary information societies. Most creative expression today takes place over communication networks owned by private companies. OSPs’ role is unprecedented due to their capacity to influence the informational environment and users’ interactions within it. The ethical implications of OSPs’ role in contemporary information societies are raising unprecedented social challenges, as proven by recent examples, like the PRISM scandal and the debate on the “right to be forgotten” (hereinafter, “RTBf”).

Mapping online intermediary liability worldwide entails the review of a wide-ranging topic, stretching into many different areas of law and domain-specific solutions. The WILMap has become a privileged venue to observe emerging trends in Internet jurisdiction and innovation regulation, enforcement strategies dealing with intermediate liability for copyright, trademark, and privacy (RTBf) infringement, and the role of Internet platforms in moderating the speech they carry for users, including obligations and liabilities for defamation, hate and dangerous speech. Such mapping is expected to help in focusing on gaps in policies and existing legal frameworks regulating OSPs, and provide possible strategies to overcome it.

II. THE WILMAP PROJECT

By their very nature, Internet services are inherently global, but Internet companies face a real challenge in understanding how those global regimes might regulate the services they offer to the public. In search for consistency—and to contribute to this important policy debate—I developed the World Intermediary Liability Map (WILMap), a repository of information on international liability regimes.² The WILMap is a graphic interface for

² The Stanford Intermediary Liability Lab (SILLab), another project I launched at Stanford Law School in 2013, functioned as an incubator for developing the WILMap and studying international approaches to intermediary obligations concerning users’ copyright
legislation and case law enabling the public to learn about intermediary liability regimes worldwide and the evolving Internet regulations affecting freedom of expression and user rights. This detailed English-language resource allows visitors to select information on countries of interest, including case law, statutes, and proposed laws. Each country page includes links to original sources and English translations, if available. As the WILMap website clearly states, this resource should be used “to learn about intermediary liability regimes worldwide, and to identify places where legal regimes balance—or fail to balance—regulatory goals with free expression and other civil liberties.”\(^3\)

The WILMap features legislation, pending bills and proposals imposing obligations on intermediaries, both access and hosting providers or other online intermediaries, such as payment processors. The WILMap covers wide-ranging topics, including online intermediaries’ safe harbors, e-commerce, copyright and trademark protection, defamation, hate/dangerous speech, including anti-terrorism provisions, privacy protection, and child protection online. If available, the WILMap provides relevant case law for each jurisdiction. Basically, the WILMap aims to feature case laws discussing obligations and liability of online intermediaries due to (infringing) activities undertaken by their users. The WILMap also features sections for administrative enforcement of intermediary liability online, if there are administrative agencies responsible for implementing website blocking orders or content removal in a particular jurisdiction.

Since its launch in July 2014, the WILMap has been steadily and rapidly growing. Today, the WILMap covers almost one hundred jurisdictions across Africa, Asia, the Caribbean, Europe, Latin America, North America and Oceania. The WILMap is an ongoing project. In collaboration with a network of experts worldwide, the Center for Internet and Society (CIS) continues to update and expand the map so as to cover all jurisdictions. In an effort to make the WILMap an increasingly valuable resource for activists, industry players, researchers, and the general public, the WILMap website will soon be updated with enhanced usability and data aggregation features.

The WILMap project is the result of the inputs of an amazing team of contributors from around the world, both individual researchers and institutions, who provided the necessary information to create and update each
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\(^3\) Homepage, WILMap, supra note 1.

infringement, defamation, hate speech or other vicarious liabilities, immunities, or safe havens. See Stanford Intermediary Liability Lab, https://www.facebook.com/groups/ILLLab; see also CIS, Intermediary Liability, https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/focus-areas/intermediary-liability.
country page. The creation of a global network of WILMap contributors also allowed promotion of synergy with global platforms and free expression groups to advocate for policies aimed at protection of innovation and other user rights.\textsuperscript{4}

\section*{III. Other Intermediary Liability Projects}

The WILMap’s attempt to study intermediary liability, in order to come to terms with a fragmented legal framework, is not isolated. Mapping and comparative analysis exercises have also been undertaken by the Network of Centers (which produced a case study series exploring online intermediary liability frameworks and issues in Brazil, the European Union (EU), India, South Korea, the United States (US), Thailand, Turkey, and Vietnam),\textsuperscript{5} WIPO,\textsuperscript{6} and other academic initiatives.\textsuperscript{7}

Institutional efforts at the international level are on the rise. Recently, the Global Multistakeholder Meeting on the Future of Internet Governance (NETmundial) worked towards the establishment of global provisions on intermediary liability within a charter of Internet governance principles.\textsuperscript{8}

The final text of the NETmundial Statement included the principle that,

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{4} See OSJI-CIS Workshop on Intermediary Liability, Fostering Greater Collaboration between Service Providers and Internet Freedom Groups in the Public Interest, Stanford University, Stanford, CA, December 15, 2014.
\item \textsuperscript{7} See, e.g., for other mapping and comparative exercises, Intellectual Property Liability of Consumers, Facilitators, and Intermediaries (Christopher Heath and Anselm Kamperman Sanders (eds.), Wolters Kluwer 2012).
\end{itemize}
“Intermediary liability limitations should be implemented in a way that respects and promotes economic growth, innovation, creativity and free flow of information. In this regard, cooperation among all stakeholders should be encouraged to address and deter illegal activity, consistent with fair process.”  

A few months earlier, the Organization for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) issued recommendations on Principles for Internet Policy Making stating that, in developing or revising their policies for the Internet Economy, the State members should consider the limitation of intermediary liability as a high level principle. Moreover, the 2011 Joint Declaration of the three Special Rapporteurs for Freedom of Expression contains statements that would suggest an ongoing search for a global regime for intermediary liability. After reinforcing the mere conduit principle, the declaration suggested liability limitations for other intermediaries, including hosting providers, search engines, and those enabling financial transactions. The Representative on Freedom of the Media of the Organization for Security and Cooperation in Europe (OCSE) issued a Communiqué on Open Journalism, which is aimed at advising the organization’s 57 member States on best practices with regards to digital rights and intermediaries. In particular, the Communiqué laid out a set of recommendations in recognition of the fact that “intermediaries have become one of the main platforms
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9 Id., at 5.
12 Id., at Preamble and 2.b.
facilitating access to media content as well as enhancing the interactive and participatory nature of Open Journalism.”  

Efforts to produce guidelines and general principles for intermediaries emerged in the civil society too. In particular, the Manila Principles on Intermediary Liability set out safeguards for content restriction on the Internet with the aim of protecting users’ rights, including “freedom of expression, freedom of association and the right to privacy.”  

A set of general principles is accompanied by sub-principles and a background paper qualifying some of the terminology and statements included in the principles. The six main principles are summarized below:

“(1) Intermediaries should be shielded from liability for third-party content. (2) Content must not be required to be restricted without an order by a judicial authority. (3) Requests for restrictions of content must be clear, be unambiguous, and follow due process. (4) Laws and content restriction orders and practices must comply with the tests of necessity and proportionality. (5) Laws and content restriction policies and practices must respect due process. (6) Transparency and accountability must be built into laws and content restriction policies and practices.”

The Manila Principles have been well received so far by the international community. For example, institutional initiatives such as the OCSE Communiqué on Intermediaries mentioned before made full reference to the Manila Principles in its draft recommendations.

Other projects have developed best practices that might be implemented by intermediaries in their Terms of Service with special emphasis on protecting fundamental rights. For example, under the aegis of the Internet Governance Forum, the Dynamic Coalition for Platform Responsibility
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14 Id.
15 See Manila Principles on Intermediary Liability, Intro, https://www.manilaprinciples.org/
17 Id.
18 See OCSE, Communiqué on Open Journalism, supra note 13, at 2.
aims to delineate a set of model contractual provisions. These provisions should be compliant with the UN “Protect, Respect and Remedy” Framework as endorsed by the UN Human Rights Council together with the UN Guiding Principles on Business and Human Rights. Appropriate digital labels should signal the inclusion of these model contractual provisions in the Terms of Service of selected platform providers to “help Internet users to easily identify the platform-providers who are committed to securing the respect of human rights in a responsible manner.” Further, the Global Network Initiative (GNI) put together a multistakeholder group of companies, civil society organizations, investors and academics to create a global framework to protect and advance freedom of expression and privacy in information and communication technologies. The GNI’s participants—such as Facebook, Google, LinkedIn, Microsoft and Yahoo—committed to a set of core documents, including the GNI Principles, Implementations Guidelines and Accountability, Policy and Learning Framework.

Ranking Digital Rights is an additional initiative that promotes best practices and transparency among online intermediaries. This project ranks Internet and telecommunication companies according to their virtuous behaviour in respecting users’ rights, including privacy and freedom of speech. In November 2015, the project’s report ranked 16 companies, in different countries, on 30 different measures. Companies scored between 65 and 13 percent. Most companies received a failing grade for their public commitments and disclosed policies affecting users’ freedom of expression and privacy.
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22 See Dynamic Coalition on Platform Responsibility, supra note 20.
26 Id.
27 Id.
Several initiatives have been looking into notice and takedown procedures in order to highlight possible chilling effects and propose solutions. Lumen—formerly “Chilling Effects”—archives takedown notices to promote transparency and to facilitate research about the takedown ecology.28 The Takedown Project is a collaborative effort housed at UC-Berkeley School of Law and the American Assembly to study notice and takedown procedures.29 The Takedown Project launched the Notice Coding Engine to look at the impact of automated sending and receiving process of notice and takedown.30 Apart from this, the Internet and Jurisdiction project has been developing a due process framework to deal more efficiently with transnational notice and takedown requests, seizures, MLAT and law enforcement cooperation requests.31 This framework will be based on the creation of a legal reference database to support the assessment of takedown requests.32 Finally, apart from establishing good practice standards for notices, the Manila Principles initiatives made available a template notice of content restriction as a mock-up web form that can be adopted by intermediaries.33

IV. FROM INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY TO RESPONSIBILITY

Intermediary liability has become one of the most critical Internet governance issues of our time. In particular, modern theory—and policy—still struggles with defining an adequate framework for the liability and responsibility of

28 See Lumen, www.lumendatabase.org; see also Online Censorship, https://onlinecensorship.org (allowing users to document their experience with Terms of Service based removals of content).
32 Id.
33 Template Notice Pre-Zero Draft Revised, https://goo.gl/NIVXEF.
OSPs for user-generated content. Does OSP’s role differ from that of publishers, mass-media, and gate-keepers? Should innocent third parties be enlisted in online enforcement? If so, what are the jurisdictional boundaries of their obligations? These are some tough questions that have received miscellaneous answers so far even within a single jurisdiction. The theoretical—and market—background against which the intermediary liability debate developed has changed considerably since the first appearance of online intermediaries almost two decades ago. These changes reflected—or will, most likely, soon reflect—in changing policy approaches.

In the mid-nineties, after initial brief hesitation, legislators decided that online intermediaries, both access and hosting providers, had to enjoy exemptions from liability for wrongful activities committed by users through their services. The safe harbors were first introduced by the United States. In 1996, the Communications Decency Act exempted intermediaries from liability for the speech they carried. In 1998, the Digital Millennium Copyright Act introduced specific intermediary liability safe harbours for copyright infringement under more stringent requirements. Shortly thereafter, the eCommerce Directive imposed an obligation on the member States to enact similar legal arrangements to protect a range of online intermediaries from liability. Other jurisdictions have followed suit in more recent times. In most cases, safe harbour legislations provide mere conduit, cach-
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Pressurizing innocent third parties that may enable or encourage violations by others is a well-established strategy to curb infringement. In fact, forcing third parties to act affirmatively to curb infringement would increase the level of compliance to the law. Intermediaries’ secondary liability has been based on different theories ranging from moral to utilitarian approaches. A moral approach would argue that encouraging infringement is widely seen as immoral. The second approach is associated with the welfare theory and, more broadly, with a utilitarian approach to law in general. This approach was pioneered thirty years ago by Reiner Kraakman’s seminal article, which set the foundations of the so-called “gatekeeper theory” that will be influential in shaping early online intermediaries’ policies. Welfare theory approaches have been dominant in intermediary liability policy until recently. They have been based on the notion that liability should be imposed only as a result of a cost-benefit analysis, which is especially relevant in case of dual-use technologies that can be deployed both to infringe others’ rights and facilitate social beneficial uses.

Apparently, however, there is an ongoing revival of moral approaches to intermediary liability. Legal theory is increasingly shifting the discourse from liability to enhanced ‘responsibilities’ for intermediaries under the assumption that OSPs’ role is unprecedented due to their capacity to influence the
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42 See William Fisher, CopyrightX: Lecture 11.1, Supplements to Copyright: Secondary Liability (February 18, 2014), at 7:50, https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7YGg-V1wK_Y (applying Kraakman’s framework to copyright infringement).
informational environment and the users’ interactions within it. This move from intermediary liability to platform responsibility has been occurring at both theoretical and practical level, with special focus on intermediaries’ corporate social responsibilities and their role in implementing and fostering human rights. As Martin Husovec argued, the EU law, for example, increasingly forces Internet intermediaries to work for the right holders by making them accountable even if they are not tortiously liable for actions of their users.

However, there are also counter-posing forces at work in the present Internet governance struggle. A centripetal move towards digital constitutionalism for Internet governance alleviates the effects of the centrifugal platform responsibility discourse. Efforts to draft an “Internet Bill of Rights” can be traced at least as far back as the mid-1990s. Two full decades later, aspirational principles have begun to crystallize into law. Gill, Redeker and Gasser have described more than thirty initiatives spanning from 1999 to 2015 that can be labelled under the umbrella of “digital constitutionalism.” These initiatives have great differences—and range from advocacy statements to official positions of intergovernmental organizations to proposed legislation—but belong to a broader proto-constitutional discourse seeking to advance a relatively comprehensive set of rights, principles, and governance norms for the Internet.
V. **Global Intermediary Liability Trends**

Mapping online intermediary liability worldwide entails the review of a wide-ranging topic, stretching into many different areas of law and domain-specific solutions. The WILMap has become a privileged venue to observe emerging trends in Internet jurisdiction and innovation regulation, enforcement strategies dealing with intermediate liability for copyright, trademark, and privacy (RTBF) infringement, and Internet platforms’ obligations and liabilities for defamation, hate and dangerous speech. The data set collected in the WILMap has made it possible to identify recent trends in intermediary liability policy.

Since the enactment of the first safe harbours and liability exemptions for online intermediaries, market conditions have radically changed. Originally, intermediary liability exemptions were introduced to promote an emerging Internet market. Do safe harbours for online intermediaries still serve innovation? Should they be limited or expanded? Such critical questions—often tainted by protectionist concerns—define the present intermediary liability conundrum. Apparently, safe harbours still hold importance, although secondary liability for illegal content online is on the rise.

Besides a consistent enforcement of online intermediaries’ safe harbors in the United States, 48 several emerging economies have been bringing their legal system up to digital speed. Recently, the Brazilian Marco Civil da Internet—or Internet Bill of Rights—introduced a civil liability exemption for Internet access providers and other Internet providers. 49 n the case of hosting providers, Article 19 provides that, “in order to ensure freedom of expression and to prevent censorship, an Internet application provider shall only be subject to civil liability for damages caused by virtue of content generated by third parties if, after specific court order, it does not take action [. . . ] to make the infringing content unavailable.” 50 This broad civil—and

48 However, the United States Copyright Office is undertaking a public study to evaluate the impact and effectiveness of the safe harbour provisions. In particular, notice-and-stay-down arrangements—rather than takedown—are under review in the United States as well as elsewhere. See United States Copyright Office, Section 512 Study, http://copyright.gov/policy/section512; see also BMG Rights Management (US) LLC et al v. Cox Enterprises, Inc. et al, 1:14-cv-1611 (August 9, 2016) (confirming a jury verdict of December 2015 holding that Cox—the broadband provider—forfeited the immunity of the Digital Millennium Copyright Act, 1998 by not blocking music piracy by its subscribers after BMG had alerted Cox to the wrongdoing of individual infringers identified by Rightscorp, a provider of litigation services against copyright infringers).


50 Id., at Art. 19.
not criminal—liability exemption, however, does not apply to copyright infringement.\textsuperscript{51} Other African, Asian and South American countries have also been discussing the introduction of a safe harbour regime for quite some time now. The Hong Kong government, for example, introduced a copyright bill establishing a statutory safe harbour for OSPs for copyright infringement, provided that the OSPs meet certain prescribed conditions, including the taking of reasonable steps to limit or stop copyright infringement upon being notified.\textsuperscript{52}

Nonetheless, safe harbours’ recalibration towards greater secondary liability for online intermediaries does characterize the recent international policy debate. Increasing number of cracks are appearing in safe harbour arrangements for online intermediaries. Increased intermediary accountability has become a global trend that has been emerging in Europe, Asia, South America, Africa and Australia.

As anticipated, voluntary and private censorship of allegedly illegal online content—shifting the discourse from intermediary liability to intermediary responsibility or accountability—is a core policy trend. Voluntary measures—which the European Commission would like to promote among platforms—do shake the EU intermediary liability system. Hosting providers—especially platforms—would be called to actively and swiftly remove illegal materials, instead of reacting to complaints. The OP&DSM Communication puts forward the idea that ‘the responsibility of online platforms is a key and cross-cutting issue.’\textsuperscript{53} In other words, intermediary liability expansion—and limitation of safe harbors—will occur by imposing an obligation on online platforms to behave responsibly by addressing specific problems. The European Commission aligns its strategy for online platforms to a globalized, ongoing move towards privatization of law enforcement

\textsuperscript{51} Id., at Art. 19 (2).

\textsuperscript{52} See Copyright Amendment Bill, 2014, C2957, Clause 50, available at http://www.gld.gov.hk/egazette/pdf/20141824/es32014182421p.pdf; see also Bolin Zhang, Hong Kong Government Introduces Copyright Bill Providing a “Safe Harbour” for OSPs for Copyright Infringement, CIS Blog, June 17, 2014, https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/blog/2014/06/hong-kong-government-introduces-copyright-bill-providing-%E2%80%9Csafe-harbor%E2%80%9D-osps-copyright (noting that the safe harbour will be underpinned by a Code of Practice which sets out practical guidelines and procedures for OSPs to follow upon notification of infringement such as “notice-and-notice” and “notice-and-takedown.”).

online through algorithmic tools. Coordinated EU-wide self-regulatory efforts by online platforms should immediately be directed to fight incitement to terrorism and to prevent cyber-bullying. In fact, as an immediate result of this new policy trend, the European Commission recently agreed with all major online hosting providers—including Facebook, Twitter, YouTube and Microsoft—on a code of conduct that includes a series of commitments to combat the spread of illegal hate speech online in Europe. In this context, tech companies plan to create a shared database of unique digital fingerprints—known as “ashes”—that can identify images and videos promoting terrorism. Some EU member States, such as Germany, may even bring in a law to impose fines of up to €500,000 on a platform failing to take down illegal content within 24 hours.

On the intellectual property enforcement side, payment blockades—notice-and-termination agreement between major right holders and online payment processors—and “voluntary best practices agreements” for copyright and trademark enforcement have been applied widely, especially in the United States. Payment processors like MasterCard and Visa have been pressured to act as intellectual property enforcers, extending the reach of intellectual property law to websites operating from servers and physical facilities located abroad. In the Communication Towards a Modern, More European Copyright Framework, the European Commission would like to
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55 See OP&DMS Communication, supra note 53, at 10.


57 Olivia Solon, ‘Facebook, Twitter, Google and Microsoft Team up to Tackle Extremist Content’ (The Guardian, December 6, 2016), https://www.theguardian.com/technology/2016/dec/05/facebook-twitter-google-microsoft-terrorist-extremist-content.

58 Cara McGoogan, ‘German Politician Threatens to Fine Facebook €500,000 Every Time It Shows Fake News’ (The Telegraph, December 19, 2016), http://www.telegraph.co.uk/technology/2016/12/19/german-politician-threatens-fine-facebook-500000-every-time.

59 See Annemarie Bridy, Internet Payment Blockades, 67 FLORIDA L. REV. 1523 (2015); see also Derek E. Bambauer, Against Jawboning, 100 MINNESOTA L. REV. 51 (2015) (discussing federal and state governments’ increasing regulation of online content through informal enforcement measures, such as threats, at the edge of or outside their authority).

60 See Bridy, supra note 59, at 1523; see also Backpage v. Dart (denying an injunction against Sheriff Dart for his informal efforts to coerce credit card companies into closing their accounts with Backpage).
endorse similar strategies by deploying a ‘follow-the-money’ approach. As the Commission noted, this strategy ‘can deprive those engaging in commercial infringements of the revenue streams (for example, from consumer payments and advertising) emanating from their illegal activities, and therefore, act as a deterrent’. According to the Commission, ‘follow-the-money’ mechanism should be based on a self-regulatory approach through the implementation of Code of Conducts that might be later backed up by legislation if necessary.

As part of its Digital Single Market Strategy, the European Commission has been seriously considering for some time now to narrow the eCommerce Directive horizontal liability limitations for Internet intermediaries and putting in place a “fit for purpose”—or vertical—regulatory environment for platforms and intermediaries. It is planning to introduce enhanced obligations on websites and other Internet intermediaries for dealing with unlawful third-party content. In particular, the Commission is discussing what regulations should apply to a subset of the intermediaries deemed as “online platforms” and “whether to require intermediaries to exercise greater responsibility and due diligence in the way they manage their networks and systems—a duty of care” with the aim to achieve a fairer allocation of

62 Ibid.
63 See Patrick Van Eecke, Online Service Providers and Liability: A Plea for a Balanced Approach, 48(5) COMMON MARKET L. REV. 1455, 1463 (2011) (noting that “Section 4 [of the eCommerce Directive] introduces a horizontal special liability regime for the three types of service providers covered by it. Provided they meet the criteria laid down in Section 4, the service providers will be exempted from contractual liability, administrative liability, tortious/extra-contractual liability, penal liability, civil liability or any other type of liability, for all types of activities initiated by third parties, including copyright and trademark infringements, defamation, misleading advertising, unfair commercial practices, unfair competition, publications of illegal content, etc.”).
65 Digital Single Market Strategy, at 3.3.2 (noting that “[r]ecent events have added to the public debate on whether to enhance the overall level of protection from illegal material on the Internet.”).
66 Id.; see also eCommerce Directive, supra note 37, at 48, (previously establishing that “[t]his Directive does not affect the possibility for member States of requiring service providers, who host information provided by recipients of their service, to apply duties of care, which can reasonably be expected from them and which are specified by national law, in order to detect and prevent certain types of illegal activities”) (emphasis added).
The value generated by the distribution of copyright-protected content by online platforms. The Commission presented this platform-sensitive update of the EU copyright policy in a proposal for a Directive on Copyright in the Digital Single Market, which is part of a larger package aiming at modernizing the EU copyright rules and achieving a fully functioning Digital Single Market. A groundbreaking provision aiming at closing the “value gap”—and closely affecting online intermediaries—is the introduction of an ancillary right for the reproduction of press publications in respect of digital uses and ensuring their availability for the public. The proposed reform also includes a second provision that would broadly impact platform operations in order to close the so-called “value gap”. It requires intermediaries “that store and provide access to large amounts of works [...] uploaded by their users” to take appropriate and proportionate “measures to ensure the functioning of agreements concluded with rightholders for the use of their works” or “to prevent the availability on their services of [such] works,” including through “the use of effective content identification technologies.”

Meanwhile, some member States have already taken the regulatory path or are in the process of doing so. The German coalition agreement included the prospect of expanded hosting provider liability for online copyright infringement. In 2013, Germany amended its Copyright Law by providing exclusive neighbouring rights to press publishers. The new right covers ensuring availability of any publications and their fragments, beyond individual words and the smallest text excerpt, for commercial purpose. Further, a recent Spanish copyright reform expanded intermediary liability by introducing, inter alia, doctrines of secondary liability—inducement, contributory and vicarious liability—in the Spanish legal system. In addition—following the footsteps of the German amendment—the Spanish
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67 See OP&DMS Communication, supra note 53, at 8.
73 See Articles 87f-87h of the German Law on Authors’ and Neighbouring Rights.
reform created a highly controversial compulsory levy for news aggregators.\textsuperscript{75} Also known as “Google tax,” the Spanish reform lead Google to terminate its Google News service in Spain.

The recent EU reform proposal would force hosting providers to develop and deploy filtering systems, therefore, \textit{de facto} monitoring their networks.\textsuperscript{76} This proposal follows in the footsteps of a well-established path in recent intermediary liability policy: the demise of the principle of “\textit{no monitoring obligations}”. In the same vein, recent case law has imposed proactive monitor obligations on intermediaries for copyright infringement—such as Allostreaming in France, Dafra in Brazil, RapidShare in Germany, or Baidu in China.\textsuperscript{77} In fact, the emerging enforcement of proactive monitoring obligations spans the entire spectrum of intermediary liability subject matters: other intellectual property,\textsuperscript{78} privacy,\textsuperscript{79} defamation, and hate/dangerous speech.\textsuperscript{80} In this context, notable exceptions—such as the landmark Belen...
case in Argentina—also highlight a fragmented international response to intermediary liability.\textsuperscript{81}

Another relevant trend in intermediary liability is the blocking orders against innocent third parties. Blocking orders have become increasingly popular in Europe, especially to contrast online copyright—and recently also trademark—infringement.\textsuperscript{82} Their validity under EU law was recently confirmed by the European Court of Justice in the Telekabel decision.\textsuperscript{83} Outside the EU, website blocking of copyright infringing sites has been authorised in countries including Argentina, India, Indonesia, Malaysia, Mexico, South Korea and Turkey.\textsuperscript{84} In December 2014, Singapore effected an amendment to its Copyright Act to enable right holders to obtain website blocking orders,\textsuperscript{85} and in 2015, Australia introduced “\textit{website blocking}” provisions to its Copyright Act.\textsuperscript{86} These measures have been enacted to curb intellectual property infringement online. However, negative effects of these measures on human rights have also been widely highlighted.\textsuperscript{87}

Regardless, blocking orders have been widely used in multiple jurisdictions—in particular by administrative authorities—in connection with

\textsuperscript{81} See Rodriguez M. Belen v. Google, R.522.XLIX. (Supreme Court, October 29, 2014 (Argentina), (rejecting filtering obligations to prevent infringing links from appearing in search engines’ results in the future in a case brought by a well-known public figure for violation of her copyright, honor and privacy), available at https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/page/wilmap-argentina.


\textsuperscript{83} See UPC Telekabel Wien GmbH v. Constantin Film Verleih GmbH, 2014 Bus LR 541.

\textsuperscript{84} See Council of Europe, Filtering, Blocking and Take-down of Illegal Content of the Internet (a study commissioned to the Swiss Institute of Comparative Law), http://www.coe.int/en/web/freedom-expression/study-filtering-blocking-and-take-down-of-illegal-content-on-the-internet.


amorphous notions of public order, defamation, and morality. In this respect, the emergence of administrative enforcement of online intermediary liability appears as another well-marked trend in recent Internet governance. Multiple administrative bodies have been put in charge of enforcing a miscellaneous array of online infringements—primarily against intermediaries—and judicial supervision is often absent in these cases. Some administrative bodies—such as the Italian Communication Authority (AGCOM) and Second Section of the Copyright Commission (CPI)—have been provided with powers to police copyright infringement online and issue blocking orders and other decisions to selectively remove infringing digital works.88

Many other administrative agencies enjoy broader powers of sanitization of the Internet. The Russian Roskomnadzor is an administrative body competent to request telecom operators to block access to websites featuring content that violates miscellaneous pieces of legislation. It is also competent to keep a special registry or “blacklist” where it adds websites that violate the law.89 In South Korea, Korea Communications Commission implements deletion or blocking orders according to the requests and standards of the Korea Communications Standards Commission “as necessary for nurturing sound communications ethics.”90 In Turkey, the law empowers the Presidency of Telecommunications (TIB) to block a website or web page within 4 hours without any judicial decision for the violation of a new category of crimes labelled as “violation of private life” or privacy.91 Similarly, in India, Section 69A(1) of the Information Technology Act, 2000 provides the government with the “power to issue directions for blocking for public access of any information through any computer resource”.92

---

dealt with by a special Committee which examines within seven days all the requests received for blocking access to online information according to Section 69A(1).93 In Shreya Singhal v. Union of India, the Supreme Court of India confirmed the validity of blocking orders issued under Section 69 of the Information Technology Act, 2000, although under certain limitations.94 Many other national administrative authorities—such as the Supreme Council of Cyberspace in Iran or CONATEL in Venezuela—also issue orders against Internet Service Providers (ISPs) regarding the legality, blocking and removal of online content, which do not involve—or involve very limited—judicial review.95 Concerned views have been voiced against administratively issued blocking orders, on grounds of undermining of the guarantee of basic due process. In particular, such orders run counter to the second Manila Intermediary Liability Principle, which states that content must not be required to be restricted without an order by a judicial authority.96

In the information society, the role of private sector entities in gathering information for and about users has long been a very critical issue. Therefore, intermediaries have become a main focus of privacy regulations, especially in jurisdictions such as Europe which have a strong tradition of privacy protection.97 In a landmark case of Google Spain, the European Court of Justice ruled that an internet search engine operator is responsible for the processing that it carries out of personal data which appear on web pages published by third parties.98 Multiple jurisdictions are trying to

97 See Bart van der Sloot, Welcome to the Jungle: The Liability of Internet Intermediaries for Privacy Violations in Europe, 6 JIPITEC 211 (2015).
98 See Google Spain SL v. Agencia Española de Protección de Datos (AEPD), 2014 QB 1022 : (2014) 3 WLR 659, available at https://cyberlaw.stanford.edu/page/wilmap-european-union; see also (clarifying that (1) Search engines qualify as data controllers under Directive 95/46/EC to a search engine insofar as (a) the processing of personal data is carried out in the context of the activities of a subsidiary on the territory of a Member State, (b) set up to promote and sell advertising space on its search engine in this member State with the aim of making that service profitable. In this case, the processing of data by search engines, “must be distinguished from, and is additional to that carried out by publishers of third-party websites”); Christopher Kuner, The Court of Justice of the EU Judgment on
cope with RTBF demands following this landmark case. The emergence of the RTBF—and its extra-territorial application which will be mentioned later—follows in the footsteps of a global move towards data protectionism against the de facto market dominance of the United States Internet conglomerates. There are plenty of recent examples, including the European Court of Justice’s Schrems decision and the Russian Federal Law No. 242-FZ. In Schrems, the European Court of Justice had ruled that the transatlantic Safe Harbor Agreement—which lets American companies use a single standard for consumer privacy and data storage in both the United States and Europe—is invalid. Russia also introduced a legislation that requires that the processing of personal data of Russian citizens be conducted with the use of servers located in Russia.

Finally, extra-territorial enforcement of intermediaries’ obligations might be the next emerging trend in intermediary liability policy. This phenomenon is closely attached to the protectionist impulses that characterize present international relationships and Internet governance. Extra-territorial enforcement recently made the headlines for the worldwide enforcement of the RTBF. European institutions endorse the view that delisting should have an extra-territorial reach. On the territorial effect of de-listing decisions, the WP29 Guidelines noted that limiting de-listing to EU domains cannot be considered as a sufficient means to satisfactorily guarantee the rights of data subjects according to the ruling. In practice, “this means that in any


case de-listing should also be effective on all relevant .com domains.”

Recently— in accordance with the WP29 Guidelines— the Commission Nationale de l’informatique et des Libertés (CNIL), the French data protection authority— ordered Google to apply the RTBF on all domain names of Google’s search engine, including the .com domain. Meanwhile, decisions imposing extra-territorial obligations on intermediaries have appeared elsewhere too. The Court of Appeal of British Columbia issued an order requiring Google to remove websites from its worldwide index. The court order—which is now under review with the Supreme Court of Canada—is unprecedented for Canada as it forces Google to remove links anywhere in the world, rather than only from the search results available through Google.ca. While extra-territorial enforcement might potentially break the Internet, it is telling of a disconnection between physical and digital governance of information and content, and this disconnection seems to be unwilling to go away, at least for some time.

VI. Conclusions

Given the online intermediaries’ role in the digital interconnected society, their liability for the speech and content they carry has become a primary policy concern. Much has changed since the inception of the first online intermediary and its regulation. New challenges have brought to fore a discussion regarding the scope of intermediaries’ duties and obligations. The WILMap has been developed to promote better understanding of a confusing international legal framework. Several other projects in the last few years have also aimed at reducing uncertainty regarding the international intermediary liability conundrum online. This uncertainty can hurt users by potentially scaring companies away from providing innovative new services in certain markets. Additionally, companies may unnecessarily limit what users can do online, or engage in censorship-by-proxy to avoid uncertain retribution under unfamiliar laws. National courts and authorities, on the other hand, may seek extra-territorial enforcement to prevent any access to


infringing materials in their jurisdiction. As a result, in such a confusing legal and theoretical landscape, there is a growing tendency towards Internet fragmentation, which is made even more obvious by unconcealed national tendencies toward data protectionism.

Further, as discussed, the intermediary liability discourse is shifting towards an intermediary responsibility discourse. This process might be pushing an amorphous notion of responsibility that incentivizes intermediaries’ self-intervention to police allegedly infringing activities on the Internet. Several emerging legal trends in the intermediary liability domain reflect this change in perspectives, such as voluntary agreements and private enforcement. This is also reflected by other legal arrangements that make the role of online intermediaries more prominent. This is the case of three-strike legislations, blocking orders dealt almost entirely between intermediaries and rightholders, and administrative enforcement of intermediary liability online. Meanwhile, retraction of intermediaries’ safe harbours, proactive monitoring obligations, and the wider enforcement of blocking orders further accomplish the goal of turning online intermediaries into Internet police.